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We have developed off-line experimental techniques and apparatuses that permit direct 

measurement of efisive-flow delay-times and ionization efficiencies for nearly any chemically 

reactive element in high-temperature targethon sources (TISs) commonly used for on-line 

radioactive ion beam (RIB) generation. The apparatuses include a hot Ta valve for effusive-flow 

delay-time measurements, a cooled molecular-injection system for determination of ionization 

efficiencies and a gas-flow measurementkontrol system for introducing very low, well-defined 

molecular flows into the TIS. Measurements are performed on a test-stand using molecular feed 

compounds containing stable complements of the radioactive nuclei of interest delivered to the 

TIS at flow-rates commensurate with on-line RIB generation. In this report, the general 

techniques are described and effusive-flow delay-times and ionization efficiency measurements 

are reported for fluorine in an electron-beam-plasma targethon source (EBPTIS) developed for 

RIB generation and operated in both positive and negative ion extraction modes. 
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I. Introduction 

On-line targethon source (TIS) systems for radioactive ion beam (RIB) generation must 

efficiently transport and ionize short-lived radioactive species formed by light-ion bombardment 

of thick target materials with minimal delay-times. Low ionization efficiencies andor long 

delay-times which result from interactions between chemically active species and the surfaces of 

the TIS will result in serious reduction in RIB intensities. We have developed off-line 

experimental techniques and apparatuses that permit direct measurement of effusive-flow delay- 

times and ionization efficiencies for nearly any chemically reactive element in an arbitrary high- 

temperature TIS at flow-rates commensurate with on-line RIB generation. Interest in generating 

RIBS of "F and ''F for the astrophysics research program [ 11 at the Holifield Radioactive Ion 

Beam Facility (HRIBF) [2,3] was the motivating factor for studying this species. This paper 

describes the experimental apparatuses and techniques used in the measurements and provides 

delay-time and ionization efficiency data for fluorine and fluoride compounds in the electron- 

beam-plasma target-ion source (EBPTIS) operated in both positive and negative ion extraction 

modes. The EBPTIS used in these studies is very similar to sources described previously [3]. 

11. Ultra-Low Flow Measurement and Control apparatus 

During RIB generation, the flow rates of radioactive species are typically 10' to loi3 atoms/s, 

which, for most cases, is insufficient to form a monolayer on the interior surfaces of the high- 

temperature TIS. Therefore, studies must be made in a flow-rate regime comparable to that 
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which occurs in typical on-line RIB generation operation. Toward this end, we have developed a 

simple flow measurement system, capable of measuring gaseous flows down to -10'' particlesk 

Molecular gases were introduced into the TIS from an external reservoir, maintained at pressures 

between 0.1 and 1000 Torr. During experiments, the external reservoir was filled to static 

pressures with the molecular feed material chosen for study. The pressure of the reservoir was 

used to control the feed-rates of the material in question through a set of calibrated and variable 

leaks; the feed material is then directed into a small flow measurement volume, maintained at 

pressures of a few mTorr, or fed directly into the TIS by means of a two-way valve. The 

measurement volume is independently evacuated and can be isolated from pumping to time the 

rate-of-rise in pressure due to gas flow through the leak valves. 1fjmv Nmv(t), nmv(t), P,,,,,(t), T,, 

are, respectively, the feed material leak rate, number of molecules, number density, pressure, and 

temperature in the flow measurement volume, then 

dnmv Vmv dpmv - vmv - = -.- * dNmv J =-- 
dt dt kTmv dt 

Capacitance manometers are used to measure pressures in the feed-material reservoir and the 

flow-measurement volume. The background out-gassing rate of the measurement volume was 

typically less than 1 0l2 molecule&. 

The magnitudes of feed material flow-rates from the flow-rate measurement system were 

confirmed with a calibrated Xe leak supplied by VTI Scientific [4] and with a He leak detector, 

calibrated against two standard leaks. Measured flow-rates always varied less than 10% after 

emptying and refilling the feed material reservoir and agreed to within - 1% when compared 
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directly with the calibrated leak rate. The system was also tested by flowing Ne, Ar, Kr, SF6, 

CF4 and CClzFz through the calibrated leak and each species was found to obey the theoretically 

predicted M-ln flow dependence to within a few percent. A linear relationship was observed 

between the feed material reservoir pressure and ion current for each of the species in the flow 

regime studied. This relationship is shown in Fig. 1 for Xe. After measuring the flow rate of the 

desired species in the 1 0l2 to 1 OI3 molecuies/s range, the reservoir pressure was reduced to 

provide scaled flow-rates of the species of interest as low as 10" molecules/s. 

111. Effusive Delay-Time Measurements 

The molecular feed material, containing the reactive atom of interest, were introduced into the 

TIS at well defined flow-rates and time distributions. The feed molecules are selected to be 

gaseous at the temperatures (20°C - 300°C) of the flow control system used to inject the material 

into the TIS and to fully dissociate at the operating temperatures of the TIS (lOOO°C - 20OO0C), 

selected examples of molecules suitable for the study of F in the TIS are shown in Table I. Since 

feed material is introduced from an external source rather than as a result of a diffusion process 

through solid target material, as is the case in on-line experiments, it is possible to directly study 

the effusive-flow delay-times and ionization efficiencies of the species injected into the TIS 

independent of the release characteristics of specific target materials. The mean effusive delay- 

time for a given species can be determined by either rapidly establishing or interrupting flow into 

the TIS while monitoring the time dependence of the mass selected ion current. A high 
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temperature valve, close coupled to the target material reservoir, is employed to minimize 

contributions to the delay functions which result from particle hold-up in the cooler injection 

feed line. The valve must have a minimal influence on the target material reservoir temperature 

when either opened or closed to avoid sources or sinks of sample particles. The valve assembly 

is schematically depicted in Fig. 2. The seating of the valve is effected between a carburized 

tapered Ta needle and a thin Ta plate. The needle and supporting shaft are thermally isolated 

from the external environment and maintained at the target reservoir temperature by radiant heat. 

The valve assembly is enclosed in the heat shielding of the TIS where W-Re thermocouples 

continuously monitor the temperatures of the target reservoir, valve body, valve needle, and Mo 

guide tube. Under operational conditions, the valve body nominally operates at the temperature 

of the target reservoir. By displacing the piston, the conductance between the valve body and 

target reservoir can be varied over several orders of magnitude. 

The delay function is defined as the time response of the mass selected ion current, I@), fo 

changes in the flux of the particles entering the TIS,j(t). Ifj(t) is small enough so that ionization 

conditions are not perturbed, the total number of feed material particles in the TIS, N(Q, is 

proportional to I(r) [ 5 ] .  Furthermore, ifj(t) can be rapidly changed with respect to the delay- 

times of the species within the TIS, the mean particle delay-time can be determined from the 

measurement. By applying formalism from the kinetic theory of gases to the dynamic particle 

balance within the TIS, under molecular flow conditions, we obtain, 
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I ( t )  oc N ( t )  = e-@ jj(t’)em‘dt’ where a = 1/z. E21 
-m 

Here z is the mean delay-time for the sample particle in the TIS. Equation 2 is readily solved 

for the case wherej(t) is rapidly reduced fiomjl to j o  at time tl 
. .  

11 - J o  + h + k  e a N( t )  = - a [31 

where k - 0 if the valve closes rapidly with respect to z. Similarly ifj(t) is rapidly raised from j o  

to j, at time C, the number of particles is given by [6] 

j l  j l  - j o  e - a ( w  ) - k.  N( t )  = - - - 
a a  [41 

Effusive delay-time measurements were made by recording I(t) for the sample species and the 

background Ta current during each valve opening and closing. Initial tests with Xe show 

excellent agreement between the measured delay function and the delay function predicted fiom 

evacuation of the TIS volume, assuming conductance limited flow through the extraction 

opening (z = volume/conductance). 

Fluorine delay functions were studied by introducing SF6 to create a source of atomic F within 

the valve body, which was maintained at temperatures well above 1200°C to allow complete 

thermal dissociation of this molecule [7]. In addition to F+, beams of AlF+ and BeFc were also 

observed in the mass spectrum of beams extracted from the EBPTIS with no SF,’ observed. The 

formation of metal fluorides occurs spontaneously as a result of the interaction of atomic fluorine 

with the construction materials of the EBPTIS. An example of the measured delay function 
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characteristic of AlF+ is shown in Fig. 3; the curves are fits to the data derived by use of Eqs. 3 

and 4. The delay-times were studied as a function of SF6 flow into the TIS; a very clear flow- 

independent regime was found for equivalent F flow-rates of less than -1 X loi3 atoms/s (2 PA). 

This effect can easily be seen by plotting the delay-time against the reciprocal of F flow-rate as 

shown in Fig. 4. In order to more closely simulate the on-line RIB generation process, 

measurements were also made with A1203 target material added to the target-material reservoir 

of the TIS and maintained at temperatures of -1 500°C. A fibrous form of A1203 was chosen 

since it has been developed as the target material for on-line generation of I7F and 18F through 

the reactions I60(d,n)l7F and l80(p,n)I7F [8]. Little effect on the measured delay-times for each 

of the F species was observed as a result of adding this target material to the TIS. In addition to 

SF6, CC12F2 and CF4 were also employed as means for supplying atomic F. The delay-times for 

F+, AlF' and BeF2' from CC12F2 and SF6 were nearly identical while the delays for F+ and CF,f 

fiom CF4 were considerably shorter. This can be explained on the basis of complete molecular 

dissociation of SF6 and CC12F2 in the target material reservoir while CF4 remains largely intact 

during transport through the TIS [7]. F- delay-times were also measured for the EBPTIS 

operated in the negative ion extraction mode and were found to be comparable to the F+ delay- 

times provided the source was operated under similar temperature conditions. 

IV. Ionization Efficiency Measurements 
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The electron beam plasma targethon source (EBPTIS), used in these studies, is very similar to 

sources described previously [3]. Ion beams extracted from the ionization chamber are 

accelerated to energies of 20-60 keV and collected in a Faraday cup. All measurements were 

first made with the target material reservoir empty and then with fibrous A1203 ($ = 3 pm) [8] 

placed in the target material reservoir; the target material reservoir was operated at temperatures 

of 1500°C during the experiments. During operation of the TIS, the ionization efficiencies for 

Xe were typically 15%, falling to 6.5% when A1203 was placed in the reservoir, an effect most 

likely attributable to the presence of volatile species released from the A1203 fibers. Experience 

shows that physically attaching the gas-feed line to the high temperature TIS results in 

significant conductive heat transfer to the feed line and consequently causes thermal dissociation 

of the “carrier” molecule in relatively cool regions of the feed line. This causes substantial and 

indeterminate losses of throughput due to adsorption of the reactive feed material atoms on the 

walls of the relatively cool feed tube. To circumvent this problem, we designed, developed and 

characterized an effusive-flow nozzle which operates at temperatures well below the threshold 

for molecular dissociation of each of the “carrier” molecules listed in Table I and is displaced 

from the high temperature target material reservoir by a variable gap of several 111111. For 

example, SF6 molecules will fully dissociate at the temperatures of the TIS (T > 1300°C) while 

remaining intact and in gaseous form within the injection nozzle (T < 650°C) [7]. Thus, the 

nozzle permits injection of known fractions of intact molecular feed gases into the TIS. 
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In this work, the ionization efficiencies of F were measured by comparing the mass analyzed ion 

currents with the total flu of F delivered to the TIS by the SF6 gas, after correcting for losses to 

the vacuum system through the injection gap. Fractional losses of particles across the injection 

gap into the surrounding vacuum system were determined for two limiting cases: (i) particles 

which pass through the injection gap in the vacuum system are lost (maximum loss scenario) and 

(ii) molecules have a maximum probability of reentering the TIS through the injection aperture 

since no adsorption losses are assumed (minimum loss scenario). The maximum fractional loss, 

case (i), can easily be determined either by use of Monte Carlo effusive-flow simulations of the 

feed-line/TIS injection system [5] or by employing analytical approximations derived from the 

kinetic theory of gases under Knudsen flow conditions [9]. The minimum fractional loss, case 

(ii), can be determined from experiment by introducing an equivalent mass and flow-rate of 

noble gas (no dissociatiodadsorption losses) into the TIS and monitoring the ion current yielded 

with the injection gap open and then with the gap sealed. Once the two limiting extremes of the 

fractional loss are determined, the ionization efficiency can be calculated for each case fiom the 

measured ion currents. If the dimensions and placement of the nozzle are chosen correctly, the 

uncertainty in the ionization efficiency measurement can be made reasonably small. For these 

experiments, the minimum possible transmission of particles into the TIS from the feed system 

(maximal loss) was calculated and found to vary from 3% to 13%, depending on the size of the 

entrance aperture used. The maximum possible transmission (minimal loss) was measured using 

noble gases and also found to vary from 10% to 40% depending on the size of the entrance 

aperture. As was the case with the delay-time studies, ionization efficiency measurements were 
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performed both with and without the A1203 target material present in the target material 

reservoir. 

Ionization efficiencies were determined from the mass selected ion currents of F and the 

fluorides extracted from the EBPTIS over equivalent F flow-rates from 1 to 10 PA, after 

correcting for particle transmission across the injection gap. The ionization efficiencies were 

found to be: F+: 1.6% to 0.8%; AlF+: 1.8% to 0.9%; and BeF2+: 1.4% to 0.7%. The addition of 

A1203 target material had the effect of reducing both the Xe and all fluoride efficiencies by a 

factor of - 2.3 ostensibly due to a heavy and persistent vapor load on the TIS. Operation of the 

EBPTIS in the negative ion extraction mode revealed the maximum ionization efficiencies for F- 

to be 0.3% to 0.1% with no other negative fluorides present in the extracted beam. This result 

was obtained by adding only Cs vapor and a transverse magnetic field to an otherwise 

unmodified EBPTIS [lo]. 

V. Discussion 

The measured delay functions for both fluorides and Xe can be represented theoretically using 

Eqs. 3 and 4. The measured mean delay-times for evacuation of Xe from the TIS agrees with the 

theoretical values. Examination of the measured fluoride delay-times versus flow-rate clearly 

shows an independent flow-rate regime below - 1 x 1 O I 3  atom& of F flow and a linear 

dependence on (flow rate)-' at feed rates above - 1 x lOI3  atom&. This behavior is predicted 
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. from the adsorption kinetics of a surface which has reached saturation at - 1 x 1013 atomds of 

flow [ 1 13. The delay-times for F' and BeF2' are identical over a wide range of SF6 flow-rates 

and TIS enclosure temperatures; thus, BeF2 appears to be the dominant transport agent for the F 

through the TIS. The measured AIFf and BeF2' delay-times of 25s are in approximate 

agreement with the delay-time expected from adsorption enthalpy data (3.2,3.1 eV, 

respectively), mean number of wall collisions within the TIS (x  -1 000) and the estimated 

effective temperature of the TIS [ 121. 

The ionization efficiency measurement technique detailed in this report allows measurements of 

ionization efficiencies for F at flow rates which have been shown, from delay-time studies, to 

preclude surface saturation effects and are therefore in a flow-rate regime comparable to those 

for RIB generation. Because many molecules thermally decompose at the operating 

temperatures of RIB TISs, the techniques and apparatus used to measure delay-times and 

ionization efficiencies of fluorine are applicable to many other RIB-TIS systems and for other 

RIB species. Table I shows a partial list of chemically reactive RIB elements of interest to the 

nuclear physics community which form carrier molecules that are suitable for injection into high 

temperature TISs using the apparatuses described here. By use of the apparatuses and 

experimental techniques described in this report, ion sources under development for use at RTB 

facilities can be completely characterized and optimized for production of a particular RIB 

species prior to on-line use. 
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Table I: A partial list of chemically reactive RIB elements of interest to the nuclear physics and 

nuclear astrophysics communities which form molecules that are suitable for injection into high 

temperature TISs using the apparatus and techniques described here. 

Threshold of Total 
Carrier Dissociation Dissociation 

Desired RIB Molecule Vapor Pressure D = 5 %  D = 95% 
9 SF6 >atm. at 20°C 650°C 1250°C 

IOC, "c CH4 > a h .  at 20°C 1260°C 1390°C 
26Si, 2 7 ~ i  SiH4 >am. at 20°C 950°C 1 100°C 

PH3 >atm. at 20°C 940°C 11 10°C 
30s, 31s H2S >atm. at 20°C 1010°C 1370°C 

3 * ~ 1 , 3 3 ~ 1 , 3 4 ~ 1  CCl4 123 T at 20°C 790°C 980°C 

7 0 ~ e ,  7 1 ~ e  H2Se >am. at 20°C 920°C 1305°C 
73Br, 74Br HBr > a h .  at 20°C 950°C 1460°C 

pJ33 >atm. at 20°C 940°C 11 10°C 

17F 18F 

28p 29p 30p 
9 9  

69As, 70As AsH3 >atin. at 20°C 760°C 1 000°C 

28P, 29P, 30P 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. The Xe flow-rate measured (circles) using the flow measurement and control apparatus 

and the measured Xe' ion current (triangles) extracted fiom the EBPTIS plotted against Xe 

pressure in the sample reservoir. 

Fig. 2. A schematic illustration of the high temperature valve assembly used in measuring the 

effusive-flow delay-times (Right) and the sample injection system used for the introduction of 

intact molecules into the TIS for the determination of ionization efficiencies (Left). 

Fig. 3. Delay-time versus AlF+ beam intensity. Eqs. 3 and 4 were used to fit to the data to 

determine the effusive delay-time. 

Fig. 4. Fluorine/fluoride delay-times plotted versus the reciprocal of the equivalent F flow rate 

introduced into the TIS using SF6 as the carrier species at a target reservoir temperature of 

1525°C. 
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